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Feeding the Performance of Regional Communities

ICC Sydney is Asia Pacific’s premiere integrated convention, exhibition and entertainment
venue acting as the gateway to Sydney for local, interstate and international visitors. Through
its Feeding Your Performance (FYP) philosophy, ICC Sydney has focused its procurement of
food and beverage on local supply chains.

FYP is
built on
relationships
forged
by ICCNew
Sydney
and
its suppliers.
Direct collaboration
With
a remit
to source
directly
from local,
South
Wales
(NSW) farmers
and producers
between
ICC
Sydney’s
Executive
Chef
and
Beverage
Operations
and
Cellar
Manager
and
wherever possible, ICC Sydney has built partnerships with over 100 local suppliers,
resulting
regional
suppliers,
supported
with
regular
visits
to
regional
communities,
demonstrate
ICC
in 87% of beverages and 61% of food purchased directly in NSW in 2018.
Sydney’s hands on approach -‘there’s no to and fro–and that’s how a business should be...
built
on relationships’
(supplier).
The Sydney
philosophy
is driving
positive
economic
benefits
for regional
areas of
NSW,
which have
ICC
is consistently
expanding
its networks
throughout
regional
NSW,
partnering
with
experienced
drought for
much ofBeyond
2018, and
is alsochains,
promoting
andalso works
new
supplierssevere
and producers
regularly.
its supply
ICCsocial
Sydney
environmental
impacts
for
farming
communities.
with local food rescue charities (includ. OzHarvest and St Vincent de Paul Society) to curb
food waste and educate visitors and delegates. The venue is open to sharing best practice
and partnering with organisations into the future to collectively minimise food waste and
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Feeding Your Performance (FYP) is a cornerstone piece of ICC Sydney’s triple bottom line
sustainability strategy, which began as a concept underpinning ICC Sydney’s menu’s and
culinary approach, but has evolved into a philosophy which permeates ICC Sydney’s
sustainability strategy.
Prior to opening in 2016 ICC Sydney committed to favouring local produce across its
nutritionally balanced menu, featuring seasonal and ethically sourced NSW produce
designed
to energise the physical and mental performance of delegates. At the heart of the
Country/Region:
New South Wales, Australia
approach is the personal engagement and relationships with local farmers, which enable ICC
City:
Sydney
to take Sydney
a flexible approach to purchasing, resulting in increased cash flow and
stability for small producers and widespread social and environmental outcomes.
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$ 7,800,000.00
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A key lesson learned has been the value of being able to communicate and capture success
to influence broader change. Through the compilation of a case study and research project,
in partnership with the University of Technology Sydney (UTS), ICC Sydney has been able to
identify broader social and environmental impacts that flow onto farming communities.
Hospitality venues and restaurants are often looking to maximise the availability of locally
sourced produce, supporting regional suppliers in the process. What is unique about FYP is
the approach of ICC Sydney’s culinary team to develop personal connections with small
First
Year the
Case
Study:
suppliers,
efforts
made to capture and report on the impacts delivered to regional
https://www.iccsydney.com.au/ICCSydney/media/ICCSydney/files/case-studies/ICCSydneysuppliers and the flow on of economic, social and environmental benefits (see links to reports
FYP-Research-Brochure-2018.pdf?ext=.pdf
below).
Launch report:
https://www.iccsydney.com.au/ICCSydney/media/ICCSydney/files/case-studies/ICC-Sydney
_Interactive_FYP_Research_Brochure_V11A.pdf?ext=.pdf
Click here to attach documents
Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ebRViAeiWcY&feature=youtu.be&list=PLdRbdVWetn39FnhTOY1fSQ-cb9bFWDJfV

